
CUSTOMERS WANT TO CONNECT WITH A BRAND ON 
AN EMOTIONAL LEVEL.

Visual Merchandising can enable brands to run A/B testing in-store and create 
hyper-personalized experiences that resonate with shopper emotions. 
Understand what makes them curious, what invites engagement and what makes 
them excited through dwell, mood and emotion analysis. 
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DELIVER A WINNING VISUAL MERCHANDISING 
STRATEGY WITH POWERFUL AI-DRIVEN ANALYTICS.
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CREATE FIRST IMPRESSIONS THAT LEAD TO CONVERSIONS:

Window displays influence passers-by to enter a store or not in milliseconds. The most 
challenging aspect of a Visual Merchandiser’s job is to create the perfect window display, one that 
attracts their target audience and drives in-store traffic.

AI lets you A/B test window displays and applies predictive analytics to arrive at the ideal product 
placement, display design, and signage that drives in-store traffic.

OPTIMIZE MERCHANDISING THROUGH ON-PREMISE CUSTOMER
JOURNEY ANALYSIS:

Online marketers use clickstream to understand navigation and interaction. In-store we can use 
Computer Vision to create brick-stream analytics.  

Did people move around the store as planned? What are the optimal paths to purchase? Did 
interactions actually lead to purchase? Customer path analysis and hot/ cold zone analysis can be 
used to design store layouts, refine product arrangements, and window displays to drive 
engagement and sales. Compare engagement with sales across stores to understand what is 
working and what needs improvement.
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ENHANCE DISCOVERABILITY:

Sometimes, the reason for the poor performance of a product may not be the attributes of the 
product itself, but incorrect placement. 

Merchandisers can use insights from traffic visualization to do a simple rearrangement of the 
product placement to help customers discover products that they may just love!

PARTNER WITH BRANDS:

Build trust with your brands by providing them data and insights about shopper interaction, 
customer engagement - not just sales numbers. This will allow the brands to understand their 
strengths and enable you to understand which brands work well and which ones don’t. 

FOCUS ON BEING CREATIVE, REDUCE THE REPETITIVE:

AI-driven automation can make merchandising compliance process efficient, with minimal effort 
and can be managed remotely. By applying analytics to historical data gathered across the brand’s 
stores, you can predict and automate manual processes of designing planograms, point of 
purchase display, endcap arrangement, etc.

By minimizing the effort spent on repetitive tasks, Visual Merchandisers can now focus on 
curating creative and energized experiences for customers.
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